(Tape 6 - Side A)

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

LARRY: Alright, they told me that David needs to rest and he has broken his contact with ATF.

STEVE: That's because of the battery again.

LARRY: What

STEVE: What he's got a cellular phone and the battery keeps going dead.

LARRY: Can, see that's what I'm talking about. That's what Wayne and I have been talking about. We need to get a central link because, you know, the longer that we remain fragmented like this,

STEVE: I know.

LARRY: It's hard to get information, and I don't want anything to mess-up where we are now.

STEVE: Exactly.

LARRY: You know, Wayne and I and you have brought this to this, this far so we don't need to have anything to mess it up. And I, Wayne tells me he's got a technor trying to wire in with the speaker phone.

STEVE: I wasn't aware of that.

LARRY: Okay. So, alright, you weren't aware of that. Alright, Wayne is trying to get that done, okay.
STEVE: Okay, okay.

LARRY: Alright. So, ah, hopefully we can all have the same, ah, ah, phone line and, ah, be, uhm, in total, ah,

STEVE: Communications

LARRY: Yeah, total communications. I know Wayne’s getting tired. He sounds tired. Is he okay?

STEVE: He’s alright.

LARRY: How about you. Are you okay.

STEVE: Okay, Larry

LARRY: Alright, I’ve talked to, ah, Wayne, and I keep bringing this up about any type of, ah, medical supplies that you may need for some of your people that are hurt.

STEVE: I guess we’re okay right now because of the nurses we have.

LARRY: Okay. You’ve got nurses there.

STEVE: Yes.

LARRY: Okay. Ah, do you need any supplies?

STEVE: I guess not. I guess we’re okay right now.

LARRY: Okay. You know, you keep using the word guess, I wish it, it would make me feel so much better, I would hate to know, Steve, that someone is there that needs help and that we could might could...
get it to them and they're suffering, you know, some kid, some

STEVE: I understand,
LARRY: and you know it really bothers me.
STEVE: Well, I wish that could have been true right from the beginning cause David, as he told Jim, he would really would've, he would've invited, ah, ATF agents right in the door even. He really would have Larry.

LARRY: We understand that now. Uhm, but, you know

STEVE: Larry, you know we're hearing on the wire that the report against us is that we starting firing. That's all Larry.
LARRY: You know, Steve, you're gonna hear all kinds of stuff

STEVE: I know
LARRY: What, here's the thing, we need
STEVE: But because of the Weaver case, I mean, I
LARRY: Yeah, yeah I know.
STEVE: Larry, I'm concerned more about your soul and mind then anything else
LARRY: I understand, but, right now, we have, you and I and Wayne have a tremendous responsibility, don't we.
STEVE: You bet.

LARRY: The people that you have out there with you, you know, it's our job, because, for some reasons that's the way it turned out, is to bring this thing to a peaceful end. You know, we need to be, that should be our goal right now.

STEVE: Well we're trying

LARRY: Okay

STEVE: That's fine

LARRY: In, in, if, in order to do that if we're, if we get together and we get everybody coordinated that's what it's gonna take. We gonna have to have everybody sitting down, and say okay, what do you want, you know, this is what you need from us, and you know, we've we've given everything that you needed so far because you let us get our, the wounded people out of there, okay.

STEVE: Larry, can I say something.

LARRY: Yes sir.

STEVE: Okay, David, all he's ever really wanted, seriously, if he could talk to someone in the news where he can tell you what we've done right from the beginning. We'll tell you the truth and the facts even, everything

LARRY: Okay

STEVE: ah, to do with firearms, to do with
anything, we’ll tell you all the details.

LARRY: Okay

STEVE: He can have, he just wants to be able, the price, the problems, whatever it might, you might call it, is not with you people at all, it’s with the religious world that’s been making money off of a book called "The Bible". I know you may not understand all of that and you look at us as we’re probably, you know, whatever. But, that’s what we really, David would love to be able to have that opportunity, is there any chance of that.

LARRY: Okay, stand-by, just a minute.

STEVE: Okay, thanks Larry

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 20 SECONDS)

LARRY: You know, Steve.

STEVE: Yes.

LARRY: If we can get a peaceful solution here,

STEVE: Right

LARRY: David will have his chance

STEVE: Thank you, Larry, there’s no greater thing that I would appreciate

LARRY: Okay

STEVE: really

LARRY: Okay, you know, you, he’s got the
same constitutional rights that I have to say his
peace. We're, you know, you went to court on this
once before, you won, didn't you.

STEVE: Well, that's why I can't figure out
what happened here. I mean, we loved Robert who came
to see us. We know, we even knew he was an ATF agent
even from the beginning.

LARRY: Okay.

STEVE: We, we still showed him hospitality
and all the rest

LARRY: Okay.

STEVE: We really tried. In fact even like
this morning and, and today, we would've loved to
have had 20-30 of the agents come in and talk with
us. That what we didn't understand.

LARRY: Okay. What, what we need to do now
is let's get David or and and Wayne and you and
and whoever else we need in here to, let's bring,
let's let's try to get it closed-out

STEVE: We're trying, we're trying

LARRY: and, and, you know, we're having a
difficult time right now getting this thing because
there so, we're so fragmented. We got David talking
to one person, we've got, ah, you and I talking here
and then, ah, you know, Wayne and I are talking.

And, and we want to get it on the radio. You know,
we're gonna comply with that, but it's taking some
time because we're so fragmented.

STEVE: I understand

LARRY: I hope you do. You know, we're
trying to make a move in that way. But we need to
make sure that we got everybody on the same wave
link, to peacefully resolve this and not let it go
any further. You know, get your, get the people that
need the help, help, get the medical supplies, and
get them to a hospital, bring, you know, do you want
to bring them out, or you know, nothing's gonna
happen to, all we're gonna do is get them to a
hospital and get them proper medical attention

STEVE: Well, we don't want do that right
now because we want to see how you guys are gonna
truly act so that's what we're waiting to see.

LARRY: Okay.

STEVE: We want to be able to see that your
word is, is good, and that your tal--, you know that
you're talking the truth to us.

LARRY: Okay. We're

STEVE: So we're leaving a little time go
by and

LARRY: Okay. You know, ah, you know
that's fine. We're we're, ah, we're amenable to that,
we want to ah,
STEVE: Okay

LARRY: be sure that everybody feels comfortable. We don't want anything else and that's why it's so important to go back to this central link here together so that there's no miscommunications any,

STEVE: I agree

LARRY: anywhere. And you know,

STEVE: I I know, I can, I can detect your perspiration of the

LARRY: Yeah

STEVE: mind.

LARRY: You know, and I know you are, and I know, uhm, you know, Wayne is tired, you know, I know he's tired. He keeps telling me that he's a visitor there and he, he wants a peaceful resolution to this.

STEVE: We all do

LARRY: But, we all, you're right, we all want it to, to end, with, with, no more hostilities, we're, and we're not gonna be aggressive on this end. Ah, and, as far as anything that's overhead, we don't, we're trying to keep the media out there.

We've warned them

STEVE: We wouldn't mind if they, you know, came in to talk to us because we would, I mean, honestly, we, if they don't mind, we would talk
Bible, we're not gonna talk about ATF and all the rest. We want to talk about Bible

    LARRY: Yeah, well let's let's, we want you to have that

    STEVE: -- information that maybe the ATF guys wanted to have, we will tell that information even. David himself will tell you everything you guys would want to know.

    LARRY: Okay, we want David to have that opportunity, but, we need, you know,

    BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: resolve this situation now.)

    LARRY: resolve this situation and, then, let's do that. You know, you've you've got, like I told you, you've got all the rights, you've got courts, you've already been to court once, you won. You've made the games out there and, and, that's the way we want to move again.

    STEVE: Okay, well, that's what we wanted from the beginning

    LARRY: Okay.

    BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: That's our goal.)

    LARRY: That's our goal

    STEVE: Okay.

    LARRY: Yeah, you, you guys have been
treated very fairly, you know, you’ve had, you’ve had
some bad press, but you still, you know, you, you,
you went to court and, and, you got your day in court
and you, you won. Even after bad press, were you
here then Steve?

STEVE: No, I wasn’t Larry.

LARRY: Okay.

STEVE: I was not here at the time, but I
heard about it from, uhm, over the news myself.

LARRY: Okay, but you can see, if the, the
folks out there that were involved in that, how it
went down. You know, even, you had some bad press,
but it turned out to your, to your benefit.

STEVE: Well, I’ve liked a lot of you guys.
I came down with another friend of mine to your
office about, oh, it must have been in the summer
time I think it was. And, I like, I liked the guys
in your, they’re honest, they tried to deal with us
sincerely, I give them that I really do.

LARRY: Well, that that

STEVE: That’s why I would have rather
spoken with you guys right from the beginning, or if
you would’ve, if there would’ve been questions, or
problems, we would’ve like to dealt with it right at
the time.

LARRY: Well, we’re here now for you. Okay.
STEVE: Alright Larry

LARRY: And that's, and that's, ah, that's what we want. We're here for you now, we want this thing to be resolved. We want, ah, you know, no more casualties, we want, we want David and, and you and Wayne to have your day and to speak to the media. But, we we got to get this thing resolved.

STEVE: We're working with you.

LARRY: Okay, that's that's what I want to hear. I want to, I want to hear that you're working with us because we're certainly working to you. Byron and I are sitting here, you know, talking about this, and trying to figure out what, what we can do. You know, we're both concerned about your medical needs in there, and I keep bringing that up, I know.

But, I, we're, Byron and I are truly concerned. We've got this common goal is to bring this thing to a head. Okay.

STEVE: Okay.

LARRY: That's that's what we want. And, ah, ah, you know everybody here is, is trying to maintain a real positive attitude.

STEVE: Good, good. Glad to hear it.

LARRY: And, you know, we want, ah, want that to be, you know, conveyed to your people.

There's not gonna be anymore hostile actions.
STEVE: That’s the way I like it.
LARRY: Ah, stand-by just a minute.
STEVE: Alright. (PAUSE - 20 SECONDS)
LARRY: Okay. What they just told me is that, the Command Post has, has approved the, the radio, ah, link-up, okay.
STEVE: That’s good.
LARRY: Alright, now. We’ve got to work it out with the radio station.
STEVE: Okay.
LARRY: Right now, we’re we’re still so fragmented that I’m not sure how we’re gonna do that so this is gonna take some time. But, we need, you know, we would sure like to get the people out of there. Bring your folks out and let you talk to you know, your, the media.
BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: for them to come out peacefully)
LARRY: You know come out peacefully
BYRON: (TALING TO LARRY: and meet with the media)
LARRY: and, and, you know, have your access to the media. (PAUSE)
BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: is he still there?)
LARRY: You still there.
STEVE: Yeah, I'm still here.

LARRY: Okay.

STEVE: I'm listening, Larry.

LARRY: Okay. We know how important the media is to you right now.

STEVE: Well, it's because we love souls and we want

LARRY: Alright, and I know that that

STEVE: In America, in the world, people have not had the opportunity to know the Bible from Genesis to

LARRY: Right

STEVE: Revelations

LARRY: And, and, you know, we, you'll have that opportunity

STEVE: Okay

LARRY: and that's successful and the media can be a successful help to us, in helping us, ah, to bring this to ah, to a head.

STEVE: Larry, all I every wanted, like the rest of these people, is eternal life. This world everybody ends in death. This world is really a cemetery, whether it's disease or whatever else. A person lives there life, they come to an end.

LARRY: Uhn hun.

STEVE: We would like to see that the whole
world has an opportunity. That's, that's what we're all about. We're about what that Bible speaks from one end to the other end.

LARRY: Uhn hun.

STEVE: That's what we're all about. I want to see you make it, I want to see myself make it. I mean we were here studying that book to know exactly what God

LARRY: We're gonna make it. You know, we're doing the most important thing, we're talking. We're gonna make it.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: we're work throught this)

LARRY: We're we're working through

STEVE: Good.

LARRY: it now. You know, we've been working through it since, you know, 9 o'clock this morning.

STEVE: Right

LARRY: and, and, we're gonna, we're gonna make it work. We're gonna get through this. You know, we want you to be able to, to have your say

STEVE: Good. I gonna just excuse myself. I got to use the facilities for moment. Wayne, will be right here.

LARRY: Okay, okay. Alright, Wayne's
there. You okay Wayne.

WAYNE: Yo

LARRY: Hun

WAYNE: I'm here.

LARRY: Are you okay?

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Good. Any, any update on David. Is he doing okay.

WAYNE: I don't have an update.

LARRY: Okay.

WAYNE: He's still going. That's the latest. I just got it.

LARRY: Hun

WAYNE: I just got it, and he's okay.

LARRY: He's okay. Hold on just a second.

Who else do we need to talk with? We've talked to Steve, we've talked to you, and, you know, who else do we need to talk to, talk with to get this thing resolved.

WAYNE: That's that's enough I would think.

LARRY: Hun

WAYNE: That would be enough.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: We appreciate it.)

LARRY: We appreciate it. We do, you know, if someone else we need to talk to, gosh,
let's, let's get them there and talk to him, okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: You know, but, we want this thing to come to a success, successful end. We want to, we want you to, you know, it's important that you have your, your bill with the media and that's fine. Ah, did Steve tell you we're trying to get that thing resolved. We got an okay from CP, and now we got to get ah, get it done with the radio station which is kind of a hard thing to do right now.

WAYNE: Okay, keep working on it.

LARRY: We are, but, you know, we need to probably get this thing, through here, because it's it's becoming more and more difficult. We've got lots of folks on phones and, and, things spread-out. You holding up okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: I'm tired, are you?

WAYNE: No

LARRY: Hun.

WAYNE: I'm not tired.

LARRY: You're not tired. Okay. I bet, are you having a sandwich or anything.

WAYNE: Ah, no sir.

LARRY: Okay, me neither.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)
(BYRON TALKING - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 40 SECONDS)


WAYNE: Right here.

LARRY: Okay. You did, you did tell me that you had a radio there so that you can hear everything, right.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Okay, you got it on 1080, right.

Okay, I just want to, ah, just wanted to, ah, confirm that.

WAYNE: Yes sir, it's on. There's another chopper around us.

LARRY: Alright, stand-by and I'll double check. (10 SECOND PAUSE) We're checking, stand-by.

You know, once again, it's not one of ours. It's gonna be the news media.

WAYNE: Okay

LARRY: Okay. Okay, we've got the radio people on the line.

WAYNE: Thank you.

LARRY: Alright, and then, the chopper is, is, gonna be the media again. It's not, yeah, we're, we're, you know, we're still, it's gonna just take time until we get things linked-up.

WAYNE: Ah, Larry.
LARRY: Yeah.

WAYNE: They say the chopper is extremely low and it's not media.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: Tell him it's not law enforcement.)

LARRY: It's not a,

WAYNE: (INAUDIBLE)

LARRY: Hun.

WAYNE: a white chopper.

LARRY: Alright. It, it

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: It is not)

LARRY: It is not a law enforcement helicopter. It's all, law enforcement helicopters are down. I've told you that, that's the way it's gonna be. The only thing that might be coming back through there is a care flight. You know, pick-up anymore wounded, or, that's the only thing. Remember I told you that earlier.

WAYNE: It's leaving.

LARRY: Okay. Alright. It's, okay.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: We also asked the media helicopters to stay out.)

LARRY: Yeah, we, we keep asking the media to stay out there. You know, we're not gonna drop anything. I know, that you, you voiced that concern to me. You know, we're not gonna do that.
WAYNE: We know it was tried.

LARRY: Hun

WAYNE: We know they tried it up there in, ah, Idaho.

LARRY: That, we’re not in Idaho. We’re in McClinton County and that’s not gonna happen.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: We have common goals here.)

LARRY: We we’ve got all these common goals. You know, and that’s to, to get, to get everything settled and no one else hurt. That’s our common goal, that’s what we’re working on. You know, you’re here in McClinton County now, people here are wanting to work it together. Okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Alright. Remember common goal, get this thing linked-up here together and, uhm, and and bring it to a successful completion.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: Things are going to well.)

LARRY: Yeah, things are going much to well now for us to, ah, or ATF or anyone to try to come in there and do something, you know, foolish. Okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Alright. You’ve done a great job
with your people. I appreciate that. You’ve done a,
you’ve done a hell of a job. You really have, and,
uhm, you know, we couldn’t do it without you. You’ve
been a calming affect and, and, ah, we’ve established
this link and you know, there’s no reason or why I’m
to even jeopardize that now, okay.

WAYNE: Okay.
LARRY: Alright, alright. (PAUSE - 10
SECONDS)
WAYNE: Larry, you know I have children
here.
LARRY: No, I didn’t.
WAYNE: Oh yeah.
LARRY: Okay, how are they?
WAYNE: I really don’t know.
LARRY: Okay, how old are they, Wayne? How
old are your kids?
WAYNE: It’s hard to keep up with them.
LARRY: You have that many?
WAYNE: Yes sir.
LARRY: God, see, I, all I can afford is
two kids, Wayne. I couldn’t, that’s all I can take
care of. I couldn’t afford anymore. How many kids
do you have out there? (PAUSE)
WAYNE: Well, you know, we’ve always been
very reluctant to give out numbers
LARRY: No, okay, okay. That's fine. I'm just, it's more than 2 then hun.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Okay. You know, keep the channels opened, keep us talking. Uhm, how old are they are?

Different ages.

WAYNE: Oh yeah. They range


WAYNE: Yes, I've got one in his 20.

LARRY: Okay, okay. What's your youngest?

WAYNE: I've got one that's 4.

LARRY: Oh, okay, that's quite a spread.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Quite a spread. Well, that's what we want to do. We want to make sure that they're okay, and that, you know, that you can go on and do, you know, how, ya want to do out there, but we need to bring this particular incident to a close. And you know, you know, we don't want to see your children get hurt or you get hurt or David. Uhm, you know, we just want to get everybody squared away.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: We don't want to get hurt)

LARRY: We don't want to get hurt.

WAYNE: Well, you know, sometimes, ah, it's
hard to make people realize where we're coming from.

We're people that try to live out the Bible.

LARRY: Uhn hun.

WAYNE: And we thought that in America we had a right, a constitutional right to our religious beliefs

LARRY: Uhn hun.

WAYNE: Now is, we don't think that's possible anymore.

LARRY: Well, you know. You went to court, you won that round. Now it looks like, you know, it may be time to go back and, and do it again. You know, like I was telling Steve. Steve wasn't here doing the, ah, 87 deal, right. He said he came in later, right.

WAYNE: I'm not sure, I'll let him speak for himself.

LARRY: Okay. Well that's that's just kind of how he and I were talking, and ah, he said he had heard about it through the news media about the 87 incident. And, ah, we, ah, you know, you went to court, you won there and, and that's a positive deal. So, you know, even after bad press, like I was telling Steve, you had some bad press, but you got through it.

WAYNE: If that's, that's very true.
LARRY: You know, and, and, you know, you being a lawyer, you know the courts are there. You know, that’s what they’re there for, to settle things, and, and, to make sure everybody’s rights are protected. And that’s what we want, we want your rights protected. Uhm, we want to keep, ah, keep that in your, foremost in your mind. But you do, you’ve got an alternative, you got the court system, and, and, the faster we move towards that, you know, the faster it will be settled.

WAYNE: We did notice that when we went through the, ah, trial, that we were never given an opportunity to discuss the scriptures.

LARRY: Well, I I know. You know it’s kind of hard to, you know, I can’t, you know, tell ya the courts gonna react to that if it’s relevant to case. You’re an attorney, you know. Ah,

WAYNE: I know that following the Texas rules of evidence

LARRY: That’s right

WAYNE: but I don’t know that, ah, God is following the Texas rules of evidence.

LARRY: He’s probably not, but, ah

WAYNE: I’ve, I’ve notice that every two years the legislators who are elected like people who don’t really control God about it.
LARRY: No.

WAYNE: They go down to Austin and they patch-up, ah, they're codes and they don't really know what they're doing.

LARRY: That's true.

WAYNE: Just, ah, making changes here and there hoping they're gonna get it right. But, they keep coming back every two years.

LARRY: And they keep changing stuff that we thought that were set in concrete, right.

WAYNE: Yeah, and every time they build, ah, prison or a jail, it's not too long before it's filled-up again.

LARRY: You know, you know, you're talk, you want your, think how good it is gonna look to the media, and, how they're gonna portrait you, if this thing settles peacefully, you know.

WAYNE: Well, I'm not concerned about myself so much as, ah,

LARRY: Let me, the things that you're involved in, the things that you care about, think how that's gonna look if it comes to a successful completion.

WAYNE: Well, uhm, the things I care about I have to keep those prioritized. I didn't come to Texas to practice law. It was never my, uhm,
LARRY: Oh really,

WAYNE: It was never my objective in life to practice law or be a lawyer. I'm more or less got involved as an observer to just see how things were working.

LARRY: Okay.

WAYNE: I wanted to see, there's a chopper, ah coming in, Larry I 'll appreciate it if you check.

LARRY: Stand-by, stand-by. (LARRY TALKING TO SOMEONE: Another chopper in the area, can you confirm who that is.)

WAYNE: (TALKING TO SOMEONE: checking)

LARRY: It's it's gonna, it's gonna be media, I mean, you know, but I'm I'm checking now. We, you know, we're having a difficult time and like I told you, once again, we're not sending anything in, we're not coming in to drop anything.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: It's not law enforcement.)

LARRY: It's not law enforcement, they just confirmed, it's it's the media again.

WAYNE: Ah, how far is the media coming from?

LARRY: Ah, there's no telling. Like I say, I'm not at the scene, so, you know, there's there's no telling. You know, you're gonna have the
coverage that, that, that you, that you feel like you need. Okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: It's gonna be, it's gonna be a hell of a coverage. And that's why we need to bring it to a successful completion because the media is gonna be able to, they're gonna be able to say those people were, they acted reasonably, and ah, they were willing to work with local authorities and, ah, and bring this thing to a, to a successful completion. You know that, you know that's gonna play well for you.

WAYNE: (TALKING TO SOMEONE: It's media.)

LARRY: You know that.

WAYNE: (TALKING TO SOMEONE: Tell them it's media.) Yes, I realize that we're gonna have publicity. But the kind of publicity we're getting and have gotten back in 87 and what we got at the beginning of the week or the end of last week, it's scandalous, and, and,

LARRY: Well

WAYNE: -- people to say, I'm not gonna listen to any of that

LARRY: Okay. But, that, they do that to sell newspaper. They're gonna write crap in there that, that, you know, half truths and things like
that, because what does that do. That's sensationalizes things that sells newspapers, and what are they in the business to do, to sell newspapers. But, if, we bring this thing to a successful completion right now, and and, you have your, your deal with media. I mean they're gonna say, you know, cool heads prevails. Alright, let me asked you this, can you have David call ATF Cavanaugh.

WAYNE: I will get on it right away.
LARRY: Alright, it's very important, okay.
WAYNE: ATF Cavanaugh
LARRY: Yeah, you got the number don't you, or David does.
WAYNE: Same number
LARRY: Hun
WAYNE: Same number
LARRY: Same number, Cavanaugh.
WAYNE: Give it to me again.
LARRY: Alright, the number there at, ah, stand-by. Ah,
WAYNE: 867
LARRY: Standby, standby. 867-4807
WAYNE: 480
LARRY: 7
WAYNE: 7
LARRY: Uhn hun.

WAYNE: I'm gonna pass that message on right-a-way.

LARRY: Please do. Tell him, it's, it's, is David where he can talk.

WAYNE: Yes, he's talking,

LARRY: Okay

WAYNE: ah, he's talking now. As I understand it, he's giving someone a Bible Study.

LARRY: Okay. A Bible Study.

WAYNE: A Bible Study.

LARRY: Okay, yes sir.

WAYNE: You know, it just occurred to me that, ah, Robert, ah, Garcia visited several times and, ah, he, uhm, he joined us in our Bible Study quite a few times. I'm wondering why didn't the ATF serve they're warrant through Robert.

LARRY: Okay, that, you know, that's something I can't address right now. You know, I'm not gonna sit here and tell you why or why not.

WAYNE: I can't think of any legal reason why it couldn't have been done. But, ah, that's something to think about.

LARRY: Sure.

WAYNE: Okay, please, ah, give me 5 minutes to get that message out.
LARRY: Go ahead, and tell him to get a hold of him, okay. Thanks. Thank you.

WAYNE: If there's some way you can contact the media and asked them to,

LARRY: Do what now?

WAYNE: to discontinue flying so close to us,

LARRY: We're trying to do that. I mean, we're having a heck of a time with the media.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Okay, you said David's up giving a Bible Study.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Who's he giving a Bible Study.

You've got a,

WAYNE: Everyone he talks to

LARRY: Okay, everyone he talks to

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Great. Alright, go ahead and see if you can get, ah, get things squared away, and I'll hold.

WAYNE: Alright, love you now.

LARRY: Alright, alright.

BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE

PAUSE - 1 MINUTE
LARRY: Wayne. Are you back yet?

WAYNE: I'm back.

LARRY: Okay. Listen, uhm, I need to take

a break. Byron is gonna keep the line opened for us,

okay.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Alright. So standby. This,

you'll, I'll put you on with Byron, okay. Keep the

line opened. We don't want the line to close, we got
to keep it opened, okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Alright, the next voice you hear

will be Byron. Alright.

BYRON: Wayne, are you there?

WAYNE: Yes, I'm here. Keeping the line

opened.

BYRON: Alright.

WAYNE: I'll standby.

BYRON: (INAUDIBLE)

WAYNE: Okay.

BYRON: Listen, I've been, ah, sitting here

with Larry, listening to all of this. I think that

you're doing just an out, outstanding job. What we

need to do is make sure that we continue to work

towards, ah, a peaceful resolution of this thing. I

think we're all in agreement with that, don't you.
WAYNE: Yes sir, I certainly would like to see that.

BYRON: Okay. Alright. You mentioned earlier that, ah, that David was given a, uhm, a Bible Study, is that correct. Wayne, are you there?

WAYNE: Yes sir.

BYRON: Okay, alright, can you make sure that he, that we understand the importance of that, but what he

WAYNE: Ah, Byron,

BYRON: Yes.

WAYNE: Can you check and see why a car is coming down Double E Road.

BYRON: Yeah, let me check right now. Is there a car coming down Double E Road and if so, what for?

WAYNE: (YELLING AT SOMEONE: Checking, checking)

BYRON: Okay, Wayne. Wayne. Wayne

WAYNE: Yes sir.

BYRON: We're checking on that, but,

WAYNE: Okay.

BYRON: We just confirmed what the, ah, Command Post said there's no type of hostile action, ah, on-going, anticipated or anything. They're very receptive, and very relieved to hear that your frame
of mind is the same of theirs.

WAYNE: I just can't understand why they wouldn't tell us that they're gonna send a car down that road before it happens.

BYRON: I, I couldn't agree with you more. What we're trying to do is find out what it's all about.

WAYNE: They make so many people nervous here. And, ah, then a shot could be fired, and then what are they gonna do. So, ah, ah, it's like they're provoking us into firing a shot.

BYRON: Now, that's not, I'm sure that's not their intent. We'll do some checking and we'll pass along your concern which is also ours.

WAYNE: Alright

BYRON: We not gonna do anything that percipitate any kind of, of a response that, ah, that would escalate this thing. You're doing a real good job as far as trying to keep it in line and, ah, we're not gonna do anything to take that off of, off of an even keel, okay.

WAYNE: I'm not saying that a car is, is a deadly threat or anything like that. But knowing what has happened here this morning, ah, using vehicles that they brought on to our property, it makes us nervous to see a car come down our road.
BYRON: I can certainly under
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BYRON: understand that and we're checking
to make sure that there's ah, there's no movement
like that. If there is movement like to, to try to,
to help out with any wounded or any individuals that
need medical attention or any kind of humanitarian
effort, we'll make sure that you're aware of that
before

WAYNE: I appreciate that.
BYRON: Okay.
WAYNE: I'm gonna standby until Larry Lynch
is on the phone again.
BYRON: Okay, that's fine.
WAYNE: Okay.
BYRON: Okay, Larry's back, I'll go ahead
and put him back on the line, Wayne, okay.
Wayne. Hello Wayne.
WAYNE: I'm here.
LARRY: Oh, okay, okay. I'm back. Any,
ah, any upgrade on any of, ah, of your people that
are hurt. Do you have anymore medical.
WAYNE: No, everything seems to be the
same.
LARRY: Everything's stabled. Okay, okay.
Good. Anything, anything update on David.
WAYNE: Ah, only that he's talking.
LARRY: Good. He's on the line with them now.
WAYNE: Yes sir.

(BYRON TALKING TO LARRY: There's a car moving down Double E Road, we're trying to check on that now.)
LARRY: Okay, we're still trying to check on the car moving down the Double E Ranch Road, so, you know, we're checking, okay.
WAYNE: Okay, I appreciate it if they would just tell us, you know, that they're, they're sending cars down that road.
LARRY: Well, see, a lot of times we don't know because (PAUSE)

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: They're moving their perimeter).
WAYNE: Okay, they're, here, they're moving their perimeter back off, away from the property lines, okay. Trying to, see, we're making another effort to keep it calm, okay. Pass your, pass it on to your people, will you.
WAYNE: I will
LARRY: Okay, how, how's the food? You okay on food.
WAYNE: We're fine
LARRY: Okay. Be sure and tell the folks that that’s what’s happening now. Is that they’re moving everybody back.

WAYNE: I’ll pass the word.

LARRY: Okay, that’s what you want.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Alright, pass that word. I’ll wait until you come back.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 1 MINUTES)

LARRY: Wayne.

WAYNE: I’m here.

LARRY: Okay. How’s the, how’s the check doing on linking this together? Any progress on that?

WAYNE: Oh, what I’m gonna have to do is, ah, move to, uhm, David’s location.

LARRY: Okay. But don’t, let’s don’t lose this, are you taking this phone to him.

WAYNE: No, I’m afraid I cannot do that.

LARRY: Okay, okay. Well I tell you, it’s so critical to keep this link, you know, opened. Alright, you gotta move it to him, ah. Standby just a minute. We’re getting, ah, we got communication to KRLD, so standby just a minute.

BYRON: (TALKING TO LARRY: They’re
receptive to do it.)

LARRY: They're receptive to do it.

WAYNE: Thank you.

LARRY: What, what kind of timeframe do ya want on this? Can you me tell that?

WAYNE: Would 4 o'clock news, ah, at the top of the hour.

LARRY: Alright. Let's ah, standby while I pass that on, 4 o'clock, alright,

WAYNE: Alright

LARRY: so standby. (PAUSE) Standby.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Okay. Now, alright, bring me up to speed again on the, on the tech and moving the phone.

Okay, what do you, what do you anticipate doing.

WAYNE: We've got a phone

LARRY: Okay.

WAYNE: that David can use and is using at the moment.

LARRY: Okay.

WAYNE: and, ah

LARRY: It's not on this line though, is it.

WAYNE: No. It's separate.

LARRY: Okay. We, we sure would like to get him on this line. Yeah, you know so that we can
keep this coordinated. You know, and our factor
that’s that’s coming up is the evening hours
approaching and man we don’t, we, we gone, we’ve gone
this far and we don’t want anything to, you know, to
to become an overall factor in this, you know we
don’t want people out there in the, in the evening,
you know jumping at shadows and things like that.
Okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: That that’s starting to worry me.

You know, we’re, hold on just a minute. (PAUSE) Uhm,
okay, let me, let me put this to you. The radio
station is sending a man from Dallas. He’s in route
now. I don’t think we can make a 4 o’clock deadline.

WAYNE: Do your best.

LARRY: Well, we’ll do it. We’ll sure do
it, but, I I think, you know, if he’s just now
starting, we’ve got to be realistic. Ah, as far as,

ah, as 4 o’clock. Okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Pass that on to the people, okay.

WAYNE: I will.

LARRY: And get back to me. I’ll wait

WAYNE: Okay

LARRY: Alright.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)
(PAUSE - 1 MINUTE)

LARRY: Wayne, Wayne.
WAYNE: Wayne here.
LARRY: Okay, did you, did you get that to them?
WAYNE: -- it's gonna take me 5 minutes.
LARRY: Oh, okay, I'll standby then.
WAYNE: Okay.
LARRY: Just, you know, tell them that, ah, that's the best we can do right now. And, uhm, you know, we'll move when we hear from you.
WAYNE: Okay.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 1 MINUTE)

LARRY: Yeah. You back.
WAYNE: Larry.
LARRY: Yeah.
WAYNE: Ah, I'm a little confused.
LARRY: Okay.
WAYNE: Why is it necessary for the, ah, reporter to come all the way from Dallas.
LARRY: Uhm, that's
WAYNE: We were just trying to get, ah, some reassurance over the air that, ah, everyone would understand
LARRY: Okay.
WAYNE: that, ah, the BATF is not gonna do something

LARRY: Okay, right, right

WAYNE: aggressive

LARRY: Okay, right. That's, alright; let me tell you. That goes back to not being linked-up centrally okay.

WAYNE: (INAUDIBLE)

LARRY: Until we can, you know, get that done, I don't know how we would get this to the radio station. Because all we we, we would be doing is relaying stuff and that's not what you want. I understand, right. You want to know, you know that they're gonna make this and it's gonna be a legit deal, right.

WAYNE: Right

LARRY: So, that, evidently they're sending this man down here now to visit with you about it. Let, them,

WAYNE: I will have to get him access, ah,

LARRY: Pardon me.

WAYNE: I'm gonna have to get him access. I don't know if I'm

LARRY: What, what, you know, we're not comfortable with sending him out there to you.

WAYNE: I understand that
LARRY: What, what, what we'll do is probably bring him in here and, you know, try to do it over the phone. We not comfortable with that.

WAYNE: Alright.

LARRY: Then you can understand that.

WAYNE: Yes I can. Ah, give me ah

LARRY: The radio, the radio station is not even comfortable with that at this point and time.

WAYNE: Certainly.

LARRY: Okay.

WAYNE: Okay. Uhm,

LARRY: Yeah

WAYNE: give me 5, 10 minutes. I'll certainly keep the line opened and, ah, you can check and and someone will answer.

LARRY: Okay, you, you know, you're want to make your statement, you know, from ya through the news media, right. Is that

WAYNE: We want a statement from ah, you or the BATF that they're not gonna make an agressive move.

LARRY: Okay, I can, I can make that statement now, but, I mean, you wanted, ah. Okay, you know, I can make that and you can, ah, you tell exactly how you want to do it, okay.

WAYNE: Yes sir.
LARRY: Alright. You figure that out
WAYNE: Okay.
LARRY: and, and let me know so that we can
start complying. Like I said, you know, I’m starting
to worry about the, ah, the evening hour approaching.
WAYNE: That’s right. Ah, I’ll be back
LARRY: Okay. (PAUSE) Hello.
WAYNE: I’m here.
LARRY: Okay, I thought, okay, don’t lose
the line whatever you do.
WAYNE: You’re on the speaker.
LARRY: We’ll try to make arrangements just
for a statement to be made, okay.
WAYNE: Okay.
LARRY: And you tell me, and then we can
tell them, okay. Is that gonna be acceptable?
WAYNE: I’m checking now.
LARRY: Okay, okay.
(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)
(PAUSE - 4 MINUTES)
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER #1: The line is
opened. Wayne will be back.
LARRY: Oh, okay. Who’s this? Hello.
Hello.
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER #2: Hold on,
he'll be right back.

LARRY: Okey doke.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 1 MINUTE)


UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER #1: He's not back yet.

LARRY: Okay, could, could ya contact David and ask him to call Cavanaugh at ATF please.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER #1: Okay, I think that's been done already.

LARRY: Okay, there, alright, they just, it just came down to ask to please to call him okay. Thank you.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER #1: Sure.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 2 MINUTES)

LARRY: Hello.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Yeah.

LARRY: Wayne.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: No, nah, he's coming, he's not on, he's not back yet.

LARRY: Okay, did, did, ah, David has not made contact with Mr. Cavanaugh over at ATF. Could ya check that and see if he would do that for us please?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Yeah, we'll have someone check.

LARRY: Okay, thanks. (PAUSE) We're getting, ah, you know, it's either a steady ring and no reply or it's, ah, a busy signal, okay.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 1 MINUTE)

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Is anybody there?

LARRY: Yes, hello.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Ah, he's talking to somebody right now, and ah, he told me to relay the message to tell BATF to, ah, hold off for a bit.

LARRY: Okay, ah,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: He'll be calling, he'll be contacting them.

LARRY: Hey, Steve. Steve.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: No, this is, ah, somebody else.

LARRY: Oh, okay. Uhm, who's David talking to?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: It's ah, Jaime

LARRY: Talking to Jaime.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Yeah.

LARRY: Okay. Alright, so how much time do
we need to give him until he finishes up with Jaime.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: No, he's talking to somebody right now, so, he said he'll call the BATF in a bit.

LARRY: Okay, so I'll tell them to standby.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Let them know we'll be contacting them in, in a, in a bit.

LARRY: Okay, you, 5, 10 minutes.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Ah, 10 minutes.

LARRY: Okay. Alright, thanks.

LARRY: (TALKING WITH SOMEONE: Tell them that David will be contacting them in about 5 to 10 minutes.)

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 3 MINUTES)

LARRY: Is Wayne back yet?

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: No, he's not

LARRY: Okay. Just checking. I'm still on.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Okay.

(BACKGROUND NOISE - INAUDIBLE)

(PAUSE - 30 SECONDS)

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER: Okay, he's back.

LARRY: Good, good. Wayne.

WAYNE: Wayne here.
LARRY: What did you find out?
WAYNE: Ah, I couldn’t find out anything because I didn’t want to interrupt him. You know, nobody has ever spoken words like him.
LARRY: Like, like David, you talking about David.
WAYNE: Yeah.
LARRY: Okay.
WAYNE: I’ll tell him
LARRY: Everything’s still okay here.
WAYNE: my thoughts.
LARRY: Hun
WAYNE: I’ll tell him when this thing is over.
LARRY: Okay. Ah, everything’s still good here. Everything still pretty calm there. And, ah, you know, he’s still doing the Bible Study. Is that correct?
WAYNE: Yeah.
LARRY: Okay, okay. Ah, you sound tired.
WAYNE: No, I’m not tired.
LARRY: Okay, good.
WAYNE: But, uhm, we
LARRY: What’s what’s the matter, you sound distressed.
WAYNE: Well,
LARRY: Is everyone okay there?

WAYNE: Everyone is fine. We have a man that's walking on (INAUDIBLE) on the north side of our property.

LARRY: Standby, standby

WAYNE: and he's moving towards our dairy barn.

LARRY: Alright, standby.

LARRY: (TALKING TO BYRON: Byron, they've got a man on the north side of the property. Walking the (INAUDIBLE) line on the north side of their property.)

LARRY: Standby, okay.

WAYNE: Sure thing.

LARRY: We're checking it now.

WAYNE: Okay.

LARRY: Are you okay. You sound, is there a problem.

WAYNE: No, there's no problem. Let's see, ah

LARRY: You sound upset. Are you? What's happening? Talk to me now. You sound upset. We're checking on that other deal, but, you know, talk to me, is something not going right.

WAYNE: Well, everything is, uhm,

LARRY: Everything's what, hun
WAYNE: When you, when you study the prophecies you see

LARRY: Uhn hun, okay, go ahead

WAYNE: you see two possible ways this could have worked out.

LARRY: Okay. It's, you mean, you know, it's working out. We're doing what you want. We're working towards what you want. Okay.

WAYNE: and ah, no matter what happens, we always follow God's destiny.

LARRY: Oh, okay. I can, I can relate to that.

WAYNE: But because it happened the way that it did. I feel responsible.

LARRY: Now why, wait wait just a minute, talk to me. Why would you feel responsible? I mean, how, how do you feel like. Look what you did for them. I mean look what you've done for them yourself. You know, with your courts and, and your counseling and stuff like that. I mean, you've been a positive influence on them. And, and, you can, you can still be a positive influence. You know, we've, we've gone, you and I have gone this far, okay. You've been positive, you were positive in the past, you know, that's what we, we both got to remain positive, okay.
WAYNE: Yes. But it's. He's been a positive influence

LARRY: Do what

WAYNE: on me.

LARRY: I didn't, do what

WAYNE: His influence on me

LARRY: I understand

WAYNE: is a positive influence

LARRY: I understand that.

WAYNE: We're very, uhm, we're very, uhm, we've been a burden to him, in a since that

LARRY: Who is we? I mean

WAYNE: Ah, the people that have study with him. We've learned truth from him that nobody else could teach us and, and inspite of it all, we still couldn't follow a few simple rules that he gave us. And so, and so, we feel responsible that, that he's suffering the way that, the way he is right now. If you follow me.

LARRY: Well, let, alright, bring me up.

You said that due to the not following his rules, his simple rules, what, I mean what have you not done. I mean, you've done

WAYNE: Oh, you know, -- actions to show a

person

LARRY: I understand that
WAYNE: what really

LARRY: But, I, I, you know, I don’t know
you that well, you know, except from seeing you in
the courts. But I’ve never known you to be anything
that, ah, you know, member of

WAYNE: Well, take a look at me. I’m
overweight. I’m not suppose to be that way. I was
suppose to, to get in shape and

LARRY: Okay. I mean, that’s that’s
something you can do.

WAYNE: Well, I

LARRY: Right

WAYNE: try my best. But, I still came
short, and,

LARRY: Yeah, but, but, doesn’t, doesn’t,
you know, you’re talking about God. God gives you
additional chances doesn’t he. That’s what I’ve
always been taught. You know he gives, he gives you
additional chance, you know, he doesn’t, you you fail
on one end, he’s, he’s, ah, you know he’s gonna be,
ah, back on your side.

WAYNE: Yeah, but you see, if, if, the
clergy had listened, given him a hearing

LARRY: Uhn hun. That’s what we want to do
now

WAYNE: and, and,
LARRY: That's where we want to take it
WAYNE: It's a bit late.
LARRY: No, no, no,
WAYNE: If, if they had
LARRY: No, it's not too late, Wayne,
really. Now, think about what happened in the past,
you had your day, you know, and now it's, it's time
again. Let's go back, let's go back to court.
Let's let's get your, your exposure to them on the
press.
WAYNE: Well
LARRY: We've we've come this far. I mean,
you know, it's it's not too late. We, Let's let's
let's go that extra step and get this thing resolved
successfully. You know, it's been so positive up to
now. And, and that's the way we want keep it. Now
we got a radio station that's gonna take your, take
your message. Ah, you know, we want to be sure that
it gets out. You want to be sure that it gets out.
David can speak to them. You know, what, what do you
need, what do you want. Let's let's move in that
direction. We've come this far, everything's been
positive. No one else has been hurt.
WAYNE: Well, it's, ah,
LARRY: Okay, hold on just a minute.
WAYNE: Sure.
LARRY: Okay. (PAUSE)


WAYNE: Yes, I’m here.

BYRON: Yeah, this is Byron.

WAYNE: I’m here.

BYRON: Uhm, just got some feedback from the Command Post.

WAYNE: Yes.

BYRON: The ah, media person from (INAUDIBLE) right now.

WAYNE: Right.

BYRON: and the statement is basically is going to, they’re ready to put it out, but it’s basically gonna say that, ah, the authorities or ATF are not going to initiate any hostile action and that both parties, namely, ATF and yourself, are both working towards a peaceful resolution of the situation. Okay.

WAYNE: Okay. That’s a beautiful statement, and, I thank you for getting that from them, and we’re gonna live up towards

BYRON: Now this needs to be peaceful in, in both directions. Not only as far as, we’re concerned about your welfare as far as everyone else’s welfare at the same. Okay, so, what we want to try to work out and what you and Larry have been
talking about now for hours is right on target. We do not want anything that's gonna result in any injuries from, ah, either from outside forces, which you perceive to be, you know ATF or whoever, or from yourselves. Okay.

WAYNE: Yes.

BYRON: Okay.

WAYNE: Well, let me pass the message on to DK.

LARRY: Wayne

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: This is Lynch again.

WAYNE: Yes sir.

LARRY: Let's let's get everybody back on positive ground, okay. I mean, you know
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